
Year Three: ‘My Learning Newsletter’    11.5.20

A message from your teachers... Other curriculum focus  - History (Ancient Greece)

Using the links on slide 8 (and any other sources) find out about 
how the Olympic games began and how they have changed over the 
years.
Your task is to create advertising posters for both events.

     Ancient Olympics                        Modern Olympics

English

This week your English tasks are
● ‘What’s in the box’ story
● Explanation text - Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
● Apostrophes for contractions

Maths

This week in maths your focus is unit and non unit fractions 
including adding and subtracting fractions. There is also some 
revision of shape.

Remember to Keep Active! See our Useful Links Page for more details

Each week - Choose 10 spellings to practise. Ask an adult to test 
you - add your score to your diary (see last slide).
Continue using Times Table Rockstars to improve your speed, 
we will continue to check your progress.   Well done to Paige, 
Tino, Bobby, Autumn-Rose, Charlie & Patryk who this week 
have really impressed us with their great progress. See if 
your name appears next week, keep practising.

Hello again,  it doesn’t seem 
like long since our last 
message but it seems like 
forever since we last saw 
your gorgeous faces and we 
miss you lots.  Keep smiling 
because we smile when we 
think of you. 



Maths Challenge One - Unit and non unit fractions

Arithmetic
Begin by watching this video - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTce7f6KGE0

Problem solving and reasoning
https://whiterosemaths.com/homel earning/year-3/ 
Click on the link above and then select

● Week 1
● Lesson 1: Unit and non-unit fractions

 

 

Once you have identified the fractions of the shapes above see if you can 
say which ones are unit fractions and which ones are non-units fractions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTce7f6KGE0
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/


Maths Challenge Two - Unit and non unit fractions

Arithmetic Problem solving and reasoning

 

Match each 
fraction to its 
representation



Maths Challenge Three - Shape

Problem solving and reasoning How many faces does each shape have?

Cube
Cuboid
Sphere
Square based pyramid
Cone
Cylinder
Triangular based pyramid
Triangular prism

Maths in and around your home...
How many different shapes can you find when you 
are out on a walk. Keep a tally chart. 



Literacy Activity One 

Write a story with the title, ‘What’s in the Box?’

Things to think about when you are writing your 
story - 

● What is in the box?
● Who is it for?
● Who sent it?
● Why have they sent it?
● Does the person who is receiving it know 

what is in the box before they open it?
● Is it something nice?
● Is it something unpleasant?
● Is it magic?



Literacy Activity Two 

Breakfast Machine Explanation Text

Write an explanation of how the machine works.

You will need to include the following features -  
● Title
● Use present tense
● Opening paragraph to introduce the 

process
● Chronological order with time connectives
● Explain each stage of the process, one at a 

time
● Technical vocabulary (e.g. to describe the 

forces being used)
● A diagram with labels

                           You Two - Chitty, Chitty, Bang Bang

Watch this clip from Chitty Chitty Bang Bang about Mr Potts’ invention

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBJGpNTP_lY


Literacy Activity Three

Contractions

Remember - a contraction is just a word that 
is a shortened form of two words put together, 
e.g. when the words can and not are put 
together, the contraction word can't is formed. 
The apostrophe is the small punctuation mark 
that takes the place of the letters we've 
removed.

 

Can not = can’t 

She can not ride a bike.
She can’t ride a bike. 

Activity One: Write the contracted version for each set below: 
Did not 
It is 
We are 
You have 

Activity Two: Rewrite each sentence, placing the apostrophe in the 
correct place to show a contraction of two words. 
1) Theyre going to the cinema today. 
2) Mary said, “Youve got a lovely house.” 
3) Mum told me Ive got to be home by 7.

Activity Three: Explain the mistake in each sentence before writing 
it out so that it is correct.
1) Its cold out’side today. 
2) I told her I didn’ot do it. 
3) The dog cant’ find his ball.
4) We willn’t be coming for dinner after all.  



Resource Card: Other Curriculum Focus - The Olympics (Ancient and Modern)

Watch the BBC video to find out what it was 
like to visit the ancient games in Greece - 
How did the Olympic Games begin?

How the Olympic Games began
The Olympic Games  story for kids 

Modern Day Olympics
Olympics for Kids | Modern Games and 
Olympic History  

Horrible Histories Greeks Naked Ancient 
Olympics Stupid Deaths Milo of Croton - 
Horrible Histories Greeks Naked Ancient 
Olympics Stupid Deaths Milo of Croton

The ancient origins of the Olympics - Armand 
D'Angour - 
The ancient origins of the Olympics - Armand 
D'Angour

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87tn39/articles/z36j7ty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jA6Y7gG3OLs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VutjmxCoD4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VutjmxCoD4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut4018vVmu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ut4018vVmu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdHHus8IgYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdHHus8IgYA



